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Abstract 
Balitiska, K.T. and L.V. Quintas, The sequential generation of random5graphs. Distributions and 
predominant types of edge maximalf-graphs withf>4, Discrete Mathematics 114 (1993) 19-22. 
Some observations and problems concerning a model for random graphs with bounded degree are 
presented. 
1. Introduction 
A graph with no vertex of degree greater than f is called an f-graph. Such graphs have 
many applications in the study of physical systems (see [ 1,9] and the references therein). 
An f-graph to which no edge can be added without introducing a vertex of degree 
greater than f is called an edge maximal f-graph, henceforth denoted as EM f-graph. 
Sequentially generated random f-graphs are obtained by starting with n labeled 
vertices and no edges, sequentially adding edges one at a time so as to obtain at each 
step a labeled f-graph. At each step the edge to be added is selected with equal 
probability from among the set of as yet unchosen edges that would not violate the 
f-degree restriction. A terminal graph of this procedure is an EM f-graph. 
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Observe that the Markov chain defined by this procedure with f= n - 1 is analog- 
ous to the random graph process described in [8, p. 381. However, considering 
f< n- 1, as we do here, leads to significantly different types of problems. 
Let P(m; n;f) denote the probability that a sequentially generated random EM 
f-graph on n vertices has m vertices of degree less thanf: The exact determination of 
P(m; n;f) is an open problem posed by Erdiis. 
In [a], using computer simulation methods, we obtained approximation func- 
tions for the distribution P(m; n; f) as a function of n for the cases f= 2,3, and 4. 
Here we continue our investigation of sequentially generated random EM f-graphs 
for f > 4. 
2. Distribution problems 
The basic problem is the following. 
Problem 1. Determine the properties of P(m; n; f) for finite n and for n going to 
infinity. 
A detailed description of simulation and approximation function results concerning 
P( m; n; f) as a function of n and as a function off is given in [2-61. For f = 2 and finite 
n there are algorithms for computing the exact numerical probability distribution of 
m (see [7, lo]). No theoretical results concerning the asymptotic analysis of P( m; n; f) 
as a function of n are known. In contrast to this, the asymptotic distribution of m for 
the equiprobable distribution of EM f-graphs is known [2, 3, lo]. 
3. Predominant types 
For each f and n, there exists a nonnegative integer T= T(n,f) such that 
P( c n;f) 2 P( m; n; f) for all m. An EM f-graph with T vertices of degree less than f is 
called predominant and its type is described by giving its associated value of T. 
Problem 2. Determine the number T of vertices of degree less than f in a predominant 
type EM f-graph and the corresponding probability P( T, n; f ). Do this for finite n and 
for n going to infinity. 
Given E>O, let ml(n,f, E) and mz(n,L a) be such that, if m is not in the interval 
m,(n,f; c)<m<m,(n,f, E), then P(m; n;f)<&. 
It has been shown that, for n=f+ 2 to n=2f+ 1, there are no EM f-graphs with 
m>m*=n((n-f)-1))/(2(n-f)-l)(see[6,Theorem2.1).Thus,foreachsuchmand 
f+2<n<2f+ 1, we have P(m; n;f)=O and mz(rz,f, &)<m* for all E>O. In particular, 
this bound yields mz(n, n-2, &)<n/3. 
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Based on the data in [2-61, we can say the following. 
For fixed f and E > 0: 
(3.1) T(n,f) and rn2( n,f, E) are decreasing functions of n tending to 0 or 1 depending 
upon whetherfn is even or odd, respectively. 
(3.2) m2(n,f; &)--ml (n,J E) is a decreasing function of n tending to 0, and 
(3.3) P(0; n;f) (jin even) and P( 1; n;f) (fn odd) are both increasing functions of 
n and decreasing functions of$ 
From (3.1))(3.3) we conclude that, iffis fixed and n is sufficiently large, then T=O 
(fn even) and T= 1 (fn odd) are predominant. Furthermore, these are the only types 
with a nonnegligible probability relative to a sufficiently small given E>O. 
Problem 3. Determine whether the limits of P(0; n;f) (fn even) and P( 1; n;f) (fn odd) 
converge to 1 or to strictly less than 1 when n goes to infinity. 
Let f=f( n) be an increasing function of n with 2 Q(n) d n - 2 and T= T( n,f( n)). 
Then, 
(3.4) T is an increasing function of n, 
(3.5) P( T; n;f) is a decreasing function of II tending to 0, 
(3.6) if f( n)/( n - 2) tends to 0, then T/n tends to 0 and if f( n)/( n- 2) tends to 1, 
then T/n tends to l/6, and 
(3.7) if 50<n<250 andf(n)/(n-2)=1/2, then T/nzl/2.3n’i2. 
Problem 4. Given that f( n)/(n - 2) converges to a constant c (O,<c d l), what is the 
limit of T(n,f(n))/n as n goes to infinity? In particular, determine whether or not 
T(n, n--2)/n converges to l/6, thereby showing that asymptotically n/6 is the pre- 
dominant type for f= n - 2. 
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